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BUSINESS RATIONALE
Customer Empathy
As referenced in the Executive Summary, statistics of violence in America are astounding. The fact that the United States has
experienced 340 mass shootings in 2018 is appalling. In fact, during the course of writing this business plan, three mass shootings
have occurred, one being less than 200 miles away from Bakersfield. According to a report from Newsweek, dozens of victims from the
mass shooting in Thousand Oaks in November of 2018 were also present at the mass shooting in Las Vegas in 2017.6 These
individuals have the terrible distinction of being present at two mass shootings within a year. Americans need more options to protect
themselves from unanticipated acts of violence. Ancora Safety has found a combatant to violence by empowering individuals with
various methods of self-protection. Having designed its product and service lines to be convenient and user-friendly, Ancora Safety is
a powerful solution against acts of violence.
Problem Statement
As of 2012, the American population has been
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in an increased state of vulnerability due to rising levels
of violence throughout the country.7 Such violence has
been seen not only on the streets but has been
appearing in schools in higher volumes. As reflected in
the figure to the right, various factors may prove to be
the root cause for violent actions such as a violent
parental environment, poverty, and psychological
distress. Regardless of the motive, violence on the
American public is intolerable as its side
effects can cause insecurity, fear, and emotional
devastation. Ancora Safety looks to diminish this public fear and its consequences through its safety products and courses.
Ideal State
Ancora Safety’s product and service lines give
customers ways to empower themselves through a variety of
self-protection measures. The company provides
a combination of bulletproof products, self-protective tools, and
safety courses designed to train customers to react
effectively in a dangerous situation. Ancora Safety strives to
bring peace of mind and security to those all across America
who have either been affected, or are concerned for their
personal safety.
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Company Goals

ABOUT THE BUSINESS
Company Overview
Ancora Safety was established as an LLC in October 2018. Ancora Safety is a unique company that operates in the safety
industry by specializing in defensive products and services. Ancora Safety retails personal safety products such as bulletproof
backpacks, pepper spray, and stun guns. The company also provides services in the form of active shooter training, self-defense
classes, and safety tool training. Ancora Safety’s storefront in Bakersfield, California, is located at 5805 Rosedale Highway, which
provides convenient public access as it is located off the busy intersection of Rosedale Hwy and Mohawk St. Ancora
Safety’s storefront serves as the retail location, the venue for safety courses, and the warehouse. Ancora Safety is here to support
customers as they empower themselves by learning defensive measures.
Mission Statement
Ancora Safety’s mission is to diminish an individual’s fear of being a victim to violence by empowering them through selfprotecting means.
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Ancora Safety’s leadership is organized into a hierarchical structure with departments that operate cross-functionally so that
employees with related responsibilities can work with each other and accomplish common goals efficiently.9 The Chief Executive
Officer oversees business decisions that guide the direction of the company. Ancora Safety is split into three departments: Operations,
Marketing, and Finance. The Operations and Marketing departments are layered into three levels of management: One, chief
officers; two, directors; and three, specialists and assistants. The Finance department forgoes the director level of management due its
small size.
A hierarchical organizational structure may cause problems from a lack of communication between different departments. To
combat this, Ancora Safety uses Trello to organize information and projects into one location to promote collaboration between
departments. Also, the office has an open
layout where all employees can easily find
and talk with each other if information
needs to be shared among employees.
Google Drive is used to create a network for
the company’s files that will allow
employees to collaborate on files on
separate computers at the same time.

An example of a Trello board used by the Sales and Product team
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If an employee has information that the other departments should know about, anyone can make an announcement at
the start of the work day so that the entire company is made aware of important information efficiently. By integrating Trello along with
open communication within the office, the company utilizes cross-functional capabilities so that employees within separate departments
may work with each other to complete a task without needing to strictly follow the chain of command of the hierarchical structure.
The chief officers of Ancora Safety meet on a weekly basis to discuss what each department is working on and the goals that
need to be met in the coming weeks. This is done to ensure that the head of each department knows what the employees of other
departments are working on and to collaborate on making decisions for a department that would affect the company as a whole.
Afterward, the chief officers relay the information from weekly meetings to their respective departments.
SWOT Analysis

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT
Current Economic Condition
The GDP for the fourth quarter of 2018 in the U.S. increased annually at a rate of 2.6%, which is 0.8% lower than 3rd quarter
of 2018.11 The decrease in the economy indicates that consumers spending has slowed down, which allows for the possibility of
moderate growth for small businesses like Ancora Safety. The U.S. is currently in a trade war with China which puts one of the
company’s product lines, bulletproof products, at risk since China has placed a tariff on aromatic polyamide, the chemical structure of
Kevlar that allows it to be bullet resistant. This means the bulletproof products could encounter an increase in price. No other products
in the product line are at risk since they are manufactured in the U.S.A., allowing for stability within the rest of product line. The U.S.
has also resolved trade disputes over the agreement formerly known as North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA),
now rediscussed and called United States Mexico Canada Agreement (USMCA). This agreement creates a more prosperous economy
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that will enable people to spend more. However, Ancora Safety still has a domestic problem with the middle class decreasing in size.
The middle class has experienced very little income growth in the past decade.12 The middle to upper class is one of the most important
segments of the company’s target market as the more affluent population will be the persons who can afford the most expensive
items of our products and services.
In the United States the current unemployment rate as of February of 2019 is 3.8%, indicating that the middle class will
grow again.13 According to the Washington Post there is an expected increase in the middle class due to the increase in jobs.14 In Kern
County, where our store front is located, the current unemployment rate is 7.6%, this is low in comparison to the 9.7% unemployment
rate during 2017.15 The local unemployment rate should continue to decrease since Amazon, L'Oréal, and Ross are building
distribution centers in Kern County in 2019.16 This development causes a more prosperous economy in Kern County, prompting people
to spend more. The current national inflation rate for the U.S. is 1.6% as of January 2019, which has dropped significantly from the
months preceding.17 The current prime interest rate is 5.50% and is expected to remain like this after the momentary policy meeting in
March.18 The nation’s current economic conditions collectively are strong, allowing Ancora Safety to have a better opportunity to
flourish as a new business and continue to grow with the thriving economy.

Industry Analysis
Real- In the past few years the need for selfprotection has grown due to the rising number of mass
shootings and violent attacks in America. According to
Business Insider, gun violence is a leading cause of death
in America.19 This rise in gun violence and mass shootings
has caused many Americans to be concerned for their own
and their loved one’s safety. Therefore, Americans are
searching for solutions to this constant threat which is why North America has the largest market for personal safety.4 The personal
safety industry has an anticipated compound annual growth rate at 13% and is expected to reach a value of $518 billion by
2023.20 Ancora Safety will benefit from this anticipated

Forecasted Growth of Personal Safety Industry

growth in the personal safety industry by providing high
quality and cost-effective safety products and services to
the company’s customers.
Due to the recent incidents of school shootings,
school districts are receiving more funding to improve the
security of their school campuses and safety of
their students. According to Dr. Seals, the Director of
Business Administration for the Kern High School District,
$5 million has recently been allocated by the school board specifically for improving the safety of their schools. Kern County has the
largest high school district in the state of California and is one of the largest high school districts in the country. Schools within the Kern
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High School District have received 30 serious threats relating to student safety this school year alone.21 Taft High School, a school
within Kern County, had an incident in 2013 where a student came into the school and shot at his classmates.22 Thankfully no one was
killed in this shooting, but a student and a teacher were injured. Ancora Safety wants to help keep students free from harm by
administering safety to school districts. Through business contracts with school districts in which the company provides active shooter
trainings along with products such as door jams, bulletproof blinds, and bulletproof backpacks, they can help keep the classroom safe.
According to Forbes, consumers today want a more personalized experience.23 By having a personalized experience,
customers are likely to purchase more and spend more money on items.23 A great personalized experience also increases the odds of
customers returning to the business, which then brings in more revenue for the company.23 Ancora Safety fulfills the need for a
personalized experience by having a storefront that offers safety courses and great customer service.
The company has several indirect competitors such as Safe Line Defense, Tuffy Packs, Leatherback Gear, and Bullet
Blockers who sell bulletproof backpacks and inserts. There are also other companies such as Women on Guard, Sabre Red, and
Guard Dog Security that sell many of the same safety products as Ancora Safety like pepper spray and stun guns. Ancora Safety has
no direct competitors since all of these companies only sell online and none of them offer both safety products and safety services. In
Bakersfield, California, the company has no direct competitors but has two indirect competitors: Second Amendment Sports and The
Golden Tiger. Second Amendment Sports’ main business focus is firearm sales, but they also sell bulletproof inserts, pepper spray,
stun guns, and drink test kits. They are an indirect competitor because unlike Ancora Safety, they do not specialize in a non-lethal
solution to personal safety. The Golden Tiger offers active shooter training, however, they are an indirect competitor since they are
mainly a karate class business and they do not offer active shooter training to schools or sell safety products.
Virtual- Ancora Safety is the only safety company in the virtual market to offer services along with their products. The
company currently has four indirect competitors in the VE marketplace: DefenseLine, Safe N’ Sound, Guardian, and Back
Pack+. There is a high demand for Ancora Safety’s products and services among students who are concerned with their personal
safety. The company expects high sales from VE students to occur in the month of March since the VE Market Insight data shows
when the highest sales have occurred in each month during the previous year. Virtual Enterprise students earn a virtual salary between
$25,000 to $90,000. Based on surveying VE students, the company expects students in the VE program to have $100 to $200 of
discretionary funds to spend at trade
shows and through VE firm

VE Market Insight
Transactions

websites. In addition, VE students
receive a $5,000 starting bonus that
they can utilize when shopping at
trade shows and online. Nationwide
there are approximately
15,000 students within the VE
program that attend trade shows
and purchase on VE firm websites. Therefore, Ancora Safety can expect significant sales from students within the Virtual
Enterprise market.
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Competitive Analysis
Ancora Safety has four indirect competitors in the Virtual Enterprise market: Safe N’ Sound, DefenseLine, Guardian, and
Back Pack+. Safe N’ Sound sells jewelry and keychains that are also safety alarms. They market mainly to women, while Ancora
Safety markets to all genders, expanding their potential customer base. DefenseLine is a company that sells products such as
keychains, coasters, and nail polish that changes color when the presence of drugs is detected in a drink to help prevent date rape.
Guardian sells safety products such as pepper spray and alarms which resemble everyday items. Back Pack+ sells solar panel
backpacks that have the capability to charge a cell phone and alert authorities if the person is in danger. Ancora Safety is more active
in the business to business market compared to their competitors because the company offers active shooter trainings to the large high
school districts located in
Bakersfield. Ancora Safety also
differentiates from its competitors with their
service of safety courses that are offered
locally, as well as their bulletproof product
line. Ancora Safety has no direct
competitors in Virtual Enterprise, giving
them a strong competitive advantage in
the VE market.

MARKETING PLAN
Target Market
Primary Target Market (Virtual Enterprise) - Ancora Safety primarily targets students & young adults in the age range of
17-25 years old within the Virtual Enterprise network. The company aims to target this age range because they are starting to become
more mature and independent and many will be leaving home for college. Students in the VE network make a virtual income of about
$25,000 to $90,000, in which they can afford to purchase most of the company’s products. Ancora Safety targets both female and male
teens since safety is a basic need, but the company’s products appeal more to females because they are more concerned with being
targeted for an attack.
Primary Target Market (Real World) - Ancora Safety targets adults in the age range of 30-50, as this age group is more
likely to have school aged children and a family they want to protect. Ancora Safety also focuses on families and individuals in the
middle class since they generate an average wage of $45,000 to $135,000, which indicates they have discretionary income.24 Also, as
the company’s consumers age, statistically they start to earn more money which allows for more disposable income. For example,
adults in their 30s-50s earn $758-$962 per week compared to adults in their 20s-25s that earn $528 per week.25
Secondary Target Market (Business-to-Business Market) - Ancora Safety negotiates contracts with school districts in
Kern County to provide active shooter trainings in classrooms, thus further increasing the awareness of Ancora Safety’s brand and
solution. This benefits the company and schools because the company makes profit while schools increase their knowledge and
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preparedness for dangerous situations. Ancora Safety separates itself from its competitors since they offer active shooter trainings to
school districts.
Ancora Safety also offers their products to school districts depending on their needs so each contract is specific for them. For
example, their contract with the Fruitvale School District that consists of just product sales, catered specifically to the wants of these
schools, allowing the contracts to be flexible depending on the funding of the District. Since Ancora Safety provides both products and
services to school districts, it is not only a source of income but a way to effectively spread their brand and message to many students
and staff. See appendix for a visual of the company’s business-business contracts.
Market Segmentation
Demographics- Ancora Safety targets those who want to put safety in their own hands. The company specifically targets
young adults in the upper middle socioeconomic class between the ages of 17-25 as

Mass Shootings by Region

they are starting to move out on their own and need to keep themselves
protected. Ancora Safety also targets upper middle-class adults ages 30-50, as
adults in this age range have school aged children that they want to protect and
keep safe.26 In addition, Ancora Safety does not cater to specific races because
the company’s products incorporate the universal need for safety. When it comes to
genders, statistically women are targeted more often than men in violent assaults27
and are seen to be more vulnerable and physically weaker.28 As a result, the
company’s products may be of more use to females in comparison to males.
Geographics- Ancora Safety is located at 5805 Rosedale Highway in

Bakersfield, CA. The company’s location was chosen in order to target more affluent customers living in the Rosedale Area. Ancora
Safety’s location naturally takes on a lot of traffic since Rosedale Highway is connected to a major freeway that many locals use to
commute around town. The company’s location has potential to generate an immense amount of foot traffic. In addition to the location
in Bakersfield, the company’s website serves as a catalyst to extend their consumer base nationwide, reaching customers out of the
local area. Furthermore, the west region of the U.S leads in the number of mass shootings, thus making California a prime location for
Ancora Safety to spread its brand and message.29
Psychographics- Ancora Safety singles out those who have become concerned with their
own and their loved ones safety due to the massive amount of media coverage about mass
shootings happening around the country. The company targets upper middle-class
customers due to the fact that they have the means and desire to keep themselves and their
loved ones safe. According to Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, safety is considered a basic
need for all humans.30 This foundational need invokes action in people to attain safety
and security. Unfortunately mass shootings and violence are a very relevant issue
which raises the concern for the overall safety of society.

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Marketing Mix
Products- Ancora Safety’s products help maintain personal safety. The company’s bulletproof products, manufactured by
Citizen Armor, such as their: bulletproof backpacks, inserts, and binders, provide needed protection for those who may encounter a
dangerous situation. The company’s bulletproof items are certified with level IIIA grade Kevlar that can withstand impact from any
handgun, even from point blank range, and .22 rifles or shotgun slugs from a longer range. Ancora Safety’s inserts and binders are
very slim and lightweight. They weigh in at one pound, which is light enough to easily be carried in a backpack or briefcase. Ancora
Safety also offers effective self-defense accessories such as pepper
spray to immobilize the attacker, stun guns/stun gun phone cases to
shock the perpetrator, tactical pens used to jab your attacker, a drink
test kit to test drinks for dangerous substances, and keychain panic
alarms to seek help in an attack. These handheld accessories are very
convenient since they are small and can be carried around easily, so
their owners are protected and prepared for any dangerous situation.
Ancora Safety also offers safety courses such as Self
Defense Training, Safety Tool Training, and Active Shooter Training.
Each safety course is two hours long which prepares customers to
learn how to react in various dangerous situations, while effectively
utilizing the company’s safety products. The business offers safety courses to school districts as well. Those courses are tailored to fit
the hour-long periods during the school day. Ancora Safety’s products and services empower the individual to feel prepared and safe.
See appendix for a visual of Ancora Safety’s product and service line.
Price- As a retailer, Ancora Safety has an average gross profit margin of 41% with its products in order to ensure profit while
also offering competitive pricing. Ancora Safety has no direct competitors, however some of the company’s indirect competitors sell
similar products. The company’s product prices are comparable to local competitors, such as Second Amendment Sports, to avoid
pricing pressure from the market. Ancora Safety’s services have an average gross profit margin of 92%. Ancora Safety provides
safety courses at a higher price point than local competitors because the company focuses on both the personal safety and selfdefense aspects, in comparison to the competitor who focuses on firearm trainings.
Ancora Safety utilizes comparative pricing
for their high-end products. Due to the emotional
nature of the company, comparative pricing allows
perceived product quality to relate to its price. This
strategy leads consumers into thinking that the
company’s more expensive products entail higher quality and protection. The bulletproof products are in fact high quality made from
IIIA Kevlar. Additionally, the business also uses charm pricing for their safety accessories such as stun guns and tactical pens.
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Charm pricing guides the consumer psychologically into believing the price of the product is lower than it is but these charm prices are
low and affordable so that most people can afford them.

sPlacement- Ancora Safety generates most of its revenue from participating in trade shows and open houses, online sales
from the company website, and business contracts. The business
gains most of their profits from trade shows in Virtual
Enterprise. Ancora Safety generates about 57% revenue from trade
shows and open houses, 40% from contract sales with school
districts, and 3% from web sales. Ancora Safety predicted that most
of their in-network sales will come from trade shows since these
avenues are very popular within the Virtual Enterprise
marketplace. Ancora Safety’s online website supports sales outside
of the local area in order to reach customers across the nation and
expand its market segment. Although the company’s website does
reach customers across the nation, Ancora Safety yields more revenue from trade shows and out-of-network contracts due to the
nature of low web sales in the virtual marketplace.

Promotion- The company utilizes a combination of social media, website, and newsletter to expose the company to the
market. By advertising through social
media, the business maintains business-toconsumer relations while their consumers
are always up to date with the company’s
products and services. Through the company’s social media, paid sponsored ads are used to reach new consumers in the market.
Also, Ancora Safety analyzes the number of page engagements the account receives to examine which advertisements succeed.
Ancora Safety’s website also assists with advertising and keeps customers returning to the business. The company uses
Google Ads to effectively reach new customers in the market. This allows the company’s new and returning customers to find the
website easily. The business sends customers newsletters about their products, deals, and current news about personal safety and
mass shootings to keep them informed.
Ancora Safety uses signage promotion on their storefront building so that onlookers driving by will notice the business and
therefore increase exposure to expand the customer base. The company also displays a commercial on their social media pages as an
advertisement to increase awareness of the company and the problem they are addressing.
Ancora Safety also retains customers by “word of mouth” promotion which is utilized in the local area to spread the business’
products, services, and cause to the customer’s friends and family. In addition, the company’s training services are a very hands-on
and personal experience for the customer which creates a more developed business-to-consumer relationship, thus influencing them to
repurchase.
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Ancora Safety has organized a communications plan to fully manage their social media and other promotional services in
order to keep constant awareness of the company with their customers.

Instagram Insights
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Positioning- Ancora Safety’s purpose is to empower individuals with the power of protection in order to defend against
violence and promote safety. The word “Ancora” means hope in Latin; the marketing department chose this name since the company is
determined to give hope to its customers by empowering them through self-protection. The company colors were chosen to reinforce
the idea of being a beacon of hope and safety in times of distress. The black and red represent the lethal problems of mass shootings,
while the grey and white take on the meaning of safety, hope, and the purity of the solution. These colors are bold, yet easy on the
eyes, exuding strength and power. In the logo, the olive branches that surround the shield symbolize peace and protection. The A that
is centered inside the shield represents the assurance of safety the company’s products gives customers.
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Discussion of Business Risks
Ancora Safety acknowledges business risks, but the company finds ways to combat these potential obstacles that may
hinder the business. In the chart provided below, the company identifies risks and possible solutions.

FINANCIAL PLANNING
Break-Even Analysis
Summary- Ancora Safety is expected to break-even when
5,283 units are sold, which is projected to occur in February
of 2019. A unit is based on the average selling price
of Ancora Safety’s products and services. A unit
contains all of the products and services, including safety
courses, handheld safety items, and bullet-proof
products. Ancora Safety can expect a steady stream of
revenue throughout this fiscal year and next from the
contract with the Kern High District. Ancora
Safety anticipates that its customer base and sales will
continue to grow as they attend various trade shows and secure more sales contracts throughout the fiscal year.
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Three Key Assumptions of Break-Even Analysis1. Average Per-Unit Sales Price – The unit price of $144 was calculated by taking the average price of the product and service
line.
2. Variable Selling Price – The selling price of $144 allows Ancora Safety to maintain a 78% gross profit margin and a 35% net
profit margin.
3. Monthly Fixed Costs – According to the VE guidelines, assume that all costs are fixed except for the cost of goods, which
include rent, salaries, and utilities.

Sales Projections
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Profit & Loss Statement

16
Balance Sheet

17
Cash Budget

Financial Statements and Charts Notes
Note A- Ancora Safety’s inventory is valued at cost principle. Ancora Safety always has inventory on hand and orders more as
necessary.
Note B- Ancora Safety’s corporate bank account is located in the US Network Bank (online banking system for US Networks of Virtual
Enterprise International).
Note C- Ancora Safety was approved and provided a $50,000 start-up loan by Virtual Enterprise International. The loan will be paid at
a compounded interest of 7% over a five year period.
Note D- To keep startup costs down, Ancora Safety purchased used equipment such as: furniture, computers, printers, etc.
Note E- Despite being an LLC, Ancora Safety has filed to be taxed under the provisions of Subchapter S of the Internal Revenue
Code. Under California law, the S Corporation is subject to a 1.5 percent tax on its net income within the fiscal year and must pay an
annual fee of at least $800 to the California Secretary of State to conduct business within California each year.
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Note F- VE requires that the employees of Ancora Safety to be paid using the salary and wage averages for Bakersfield,
California. Ancora Safety has 22 employees that must be paid per VE guidelines. Chief officers and directors are paid a salary, while
specialists and assistants are paid an hourly wage.
Note G- Ancora Safety leases a 2,500 sq/ft warehouse off of Rosedale Highway in Bakersfield, California. The price per square foot is
$1.00 with a monthly rent of $2,500. This warehouse includes four sections for the business operation: retail space, inventory storage,
safety course room, and offices.
Note H- Due to the nature of the Virtual Enterprise program, most sales are not collected from web sales. In the VE network, the
majority of sales are generated from trade shows, open houses, and contracts.
Note I- In-Network sales are sales to students in the Virtual Enterprise Program. Out-of-Network sales are sales to customers not in the
Virtual Enterprise Program, such as open house visitors and business contracts.
Note J- Ancora Safety’s advertising budget is high in October to promote the company opening its doors.
Note K- Ancora Safety paid bills for November early on October 31.
Note L- VE requires a sales tax rate of 7.25% in the POS system, regardless of state of operation.
Note M- 19,500 shares are issued at $10 par value.
Financial Write-up
Ancora Safety began its first year of operation in October 2018 within the Virtual Enterprise Network. Ancora Safety secured
initial investment capital of $231,000, which consists of $195,000 in equity financing and $36,000 in crowd funding. In addition, a loan
of $50,000 was acquired, for a total of $281,000 of startup funding.
Projections for Ancora Safety’s first year of operation
reflect sales of over $1,200,000 with a 78% overall gross profit
margin (products GPM of 41% and services GPM of 92%). In the
first fiscal year, the company is projected to meet and exceed the
break-even quantity of 5,283 units in February 2019.
As part of the company’s philanthropic focus, Ancora
Safety commits to donating free self-defense courses every month
to women and children who have been exposed to violence. Once
the break-even has been met, Ancora Safety will also donate five
percent of its net profits to Futures Without Violence. Based on the
projected sales from contracts, trade shows, special events, and
web sales, Ancora Safety has the potential to grow as a
company and to continue to make substantial profits.
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Financial Summary
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